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A Note to Parents
The Exploring World Geography Student Review Pack is a tool to measure your student’s
progress as he or she studies Exploring World Geography. It includes three books: the Student
Review Book, the Quiz and Exam Book, and the Guide for Parents and Answer Key. This material is
intended to enhance your student’s study of geography, the assigned literature, and worldview.
Please do not let it become a burden. Students should focus on learning about the issues,
the people, and the scope of world geography, as they enjoy the literature and the primary
documents and grow in their understanding of worldview. We pray you and your student have
a successful journey around the world!

Student Review Book
The Student Review Book includes review questions on the lessons and most of the original
sources in the World Geography Gazetteer, map skills assignments, and literary analysis of and
questions on the twelve literature titles we suggest students read as they study Exploring World
Geography. The material in the Student Review is arranged in the order in which a student will
come to it as they study the course. The assignment box at the end of each lesson in Exploring
World Geography Part 1 and Part 2 prompts your student to refer to these components at the
appropriate time.
Review Questions. Many parents require their students to write out answers to these
questions on paper or on a computer; however, that is certainly not required. Other parents and
students discuss the questions orally, and some parents use them for family discussion.
Map Skills Assignments. Students need to know how to use maps, what to look for and not
look for on maps, and how we carry around mental maps that can be accurate or inaccurate.
These assignments will help your student become familiar with maps, both traditional maps
and digital maps we use in GPS devices and apps.
Literary Analysis. We have carefully selected the literature titles that students read with this
course. If you want your student simply to read and enjoy the books, we think that is wonderful.
If you would like them to dig a little deeper and analyze the literature, we included the tools for
that in this book. As we said above, please do not let any of this material become a burden.
Following this Note to Parents, we have included “What Do You Think About What He
Thinks? A Primer for Analysis of Non-Fiction” (to be read after Lesson 1) and “Who, What,
How, Why, and Why Not: A Primer for Literary Analysis of Fiction” (to be read after Lesson
36). Your student will be given a reminder when it is time for him or her to read these sections.

Quiz and Exam Book
The Quiz and Exam Book contains geography quizzes and also periodic comprehensive exams
in geography, literature, and worldview. The assignment box at the end of each fifth lesson in
Exploring World Geography Parts 1 and Part 2 prompts your student to take a quiz and to take the
comprehensive exams six times throughout the course. Each of these exams includes material
from five units. We have printed the Quiz and Exam Book on perforated pages so that you can tear
out one at a time and have your student write directly on that piece of paper.
Preparing for Quizzes. To prepare for a geography quiz, the student should study the review
questions and answers for the first four lessons from that unit.

Unit 8
Lesson 36
1. What is the capital of Rwanda?
2. What industry discussed in the lesson is part of a movement of national renewal and economic
revival?
3. What are the two main ethnic groups the lesson discusses?
4. What is another name for the Twa people?
5. During the colonial era in the 1890s, Rwanda was part of an area known as what?
6. Who has been president of Rwanda since 2000?
7. Of what ethnic group is this president?
8. What country has built a uniform factory in Rwanda?
9. During the 1990s, Rwanda became known around the world for a terrible incidence of what?
10. From what country did Rwanda gain its independence in 1962?

Lesson 37
1. What large geographic feature runs through Malawi north to south?
2. What is the name of the thick porridge made of maize that is a mainstay of the diet of
Malawians?
3. In what village was William Kamkwamba born?
4. William and his cousin began a business repairing what?
5. How did William learn about windmills?
6. For what two main reasons did William build a windmill?
7. Where did William see a huge wind farm?
8. From what college in the U.S. did William graduate?
9. What has William provided for every home in his village?
10. What statement did William make in his first TEDTalk that became a theme at the conference?

Lesson 38
1. Erastus Kavuti became a Christian while he was stationed at what Air Force base in the
United States?
2. Where did Kavuti want to go to teach the gospel?
3. What major issue did Kavuti and other Christians want to confront to demonstrate that their
church cared?
4. Kenya is on the coast of what ocean?
5. What geographic feature lies on Kenya’s southwest corner?
6. About how many ethnic groups live in Kenya?
7. What two time-consuming methods do Kenyans usually use to get clean water?
8. What are some negative consequences of the lack of safe water?
9. What is a “mindset of poverty”?
10. What did one Kenyan tell a group of Americans was the most important gift they could give?

South Sudan Independence Day Speech
1. Whom did President Mayadit identify as the founder of their nation?
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2. Mayadit hoped the day would mark a new beginning of what?
3. Mayadit said that the government’s first, second, and final priorities should be what?
4. What African proverb did he quote?

Lesson 39
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Who won the men’s marathon at the 1960 Summer Olympics?
From what country did he come?
Where were the 1960 Summer Olympics held?
What had Italian soldiers stolen from Ethiopia in 1937?
What was the significance of his victory?
Who was nicknamed “the Shifter”?
What Olympic athlete had to return his gold medals, only to have them restored
posthumously?
8. In what four kinds of businesses has Haile Gebrselassie invested?
9. Who ran an unofficial marathon in under two hours?
10. What explanations have people offered to explain the successes of East Africans in long
distance running?

Unit 8 Map Skills Assignment
Projection and Distortion
We pointed out in Lesson 7 that projection of the round earth’s surface onto a flat map allows
us to use information about the earth’s surface in practical ways. The tradeoff is that such an
action distorts the presentation of the earth’s surface. We discussed various ways that people
have projected the surface of the earth and how these have attempted to limit the distortion
presented. People who use maps have determined how to use maps despite the distortion.
Review the descriptions of these projections and the illustrations of them in Lesson 7.
It is important to remember that the surface of the earth is so huge compared to the relatively
small areas in which we live that the small, flat maps we use such as road maps still represent
the round surface of the earth but the distortion used in this projection is so small as to be
inconsequential. In other words, you do not have to be concerned about the road map you use
leading you off course when you are driving two hours to Grandma’s house. If she lived in
Greenland, that would be another matter.

Lesson 40
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What are some influences that can help develop a person’s worldview?
Can people believe things that are not true?
Might people whom you respect have attitudes and practices that are not right?
What is the best source for understanding the world?
If someone’s actions are not consistent with his or her stated worldview, what does that
indicate?
6. Should a person’s conversion to Christ mean that his or her underlying worldview should
change also?
7. In Acts, who was converted to Christ in Samaria but did not at first change his worldview
about how things worked in the world?
8. Do some people today confess faith in Christ but still cling to their previous belief system?
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9. What does Paul describe in Romans 12:2 that is another way of expressing changing one’s
worldview?
10. Do the majority of people in the world share your worldview?

Literary Analysis
A Long Walk to Water
Linda Sue Park
A Long Walk to Water has two parallel narratives that eventually intersect: the story of Nya
and the story of Salva Dut. Also, though the book is written as fiction, the narrative of Salva Dut
is based on a real person and his real experiences. The author organized the information and
events of Salva Dut’s life into a story. Almost every story has a plot, or a chronology in which
the events unfold.
In the following analysis, we will look at A Long Walk to Water (specifically the narrative of
Salva Dut) through the lens of Freytag’s Pyramid, which you read about on page 6. Below are
the elements of plot according to Freytag’s Pyramid. Refer back to the diagram and definitions
for Freytag’s Pyramid as we look at each element and how the author uses it in A Long Walk to
Water.
Exposition: laying out the situation and background, introducing the characters.
Look at pages 1-4 of A Long Walk to Water. Write down at least three things the author tells us
to help us quickly get to know Salva Dut and the life he leads?
Inciting incident: something that gets the story moving.
Look at the lower half of page 5 and upper half of page 6 in A Long Walk to Water. How would
you describe in one sentence this event that serves as the story’s inciting incident?
Rising action: building drama; each significant event is called a complication.
Chapters 2-13 (pages 8-82) in A Long Walk to Water contain the rising action of Salva Dut’s
story. This section includes Salva’s long journeys on foot to refugee camps in Ethiopia and Kenya.
It covers many years, includes some of the important people he met along the way, and tells of
the many times when his life was spared. Flip briefly through this section to jog your memory.
Write down three significant events from the rising action.
Climax: the single key event or turning point; the moment of greatest tension.
What was the turning point in A Long Walk to Water? What happened that changed Salva
Dut’s life completely? (Hint: See page 89.) Write one to two sentences explaining how the climax
turned the story in a different direction.
Falling action: events that occur as a result of the climax.
As a result of the climax, Salva comes to live in the United States. How would you summarize
Salva’s adjustment to the United States in one to two sentences?
Resolution: the event in which the main issue is resolved.
In A Long Walk to Water, the resolution brings together Salva’s background in Sudan, the new
opportunities he had after moving to the United States, and his dream to find a way to help
his countrymen. The resolution for Salva was also the resolution for Nya and her village. What
happened that provided the resolution for both parallel narratives? Summarize this in one to
two sentences.
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Denouement (day-new-maw): the finishing out and tying up of the details of the story.
In the denouement of A Long Walk to Water, we learn of a chain of good effects that will come
to Nya’s village because of the well. See page 113. How would you describe the book’s message
of hope and redemption?

Unit 9
Lesson 41
1. From what geographic feature did Erasmus Jacob pull a baseball-sized diamond in 1870?
2. What Englishman began building a fortune by renting equipment to prospective diamond
miners?
3. What project was this man’s dream to transverse the continent of Africa?
4. What company promoted the idea that diamonds were rare and desirable?
5. What became the standard gift that a man gave to his fiancee?
6. When and where were diamonds first known?
7. About how many countries today have known diamond mines?
8. In what body of water is the company Debmarine Namibia exploring for diamonds?
9. What are three controversies related to contemporary diamond mining?
10. People decide that certain materials have exceptional value. How is human interaction with
geography involved with these materials?

Lesson 42
1. What Zulu chief, educator, and lay preacher said, “The road to freedom is via the Cross”?
2. What did Vasco da Gama name the coastal area of southeast Africa that he sighted on
Christmas Day 1497?
3. Who became leader of his people and established KwaZulu as their land?
4. What group established a settlement at Port Natal (later called Durban) in 1824?
5. What group moved out of the Cape of Good Hope area because of British encroachment?
6. What name was given to the area north of the Tugela River where Zulus lived?
7. What name was given to the area south of the Tugela River where Boers lived?
8. What is the largest ethnic group in South Africa, making up about 20% of the population?
9. What is the common term for the system of racial segregation that South Africa practiced
until 1994?
10. What prestigious award did Albert Luthuli receive in 1961?

Lesson 43
1. Who began the Gospel Chariot ministry?
2. Who did the lesson describe as someone who saw the church as a symbol of oppression but
was eventually converted to Christ?
3. How did the man in Question 2 describe the way the man in Question 1 answered his
questions?
4. How would you describe a Gospel Chariot vehicle?
5. How many Gospel Chariot vehicles are in use?
6. How many countries does the Gospel Chariot ministry reach?
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7. How many people come to Christ each year through this ministry?
8. How did Christians use the Gospel Chariot vehicles during the Ebola crisis in Liberia in
2013?
9. What institution offers a six-month course for equipping new believers?
10. Who, along with other African Christians, now leads the Gospel Chariot ministry?

Unit 9 Map Skills Assignment
Absolute and Relative Location
Geographers have given us two ways to describe the location of a given place. We can describe
it in absolute terms—its location on the surface of the earth—or in relative terms—how far away
it is and in what direction it is from another location.
Both ways have their uses. Sometimes we just want to know that Duluth is in northern
Minnesota, at 46.7867° north latitude, 92.1005° west longitude. At other times we want to know
that Duluth is at the western end of Lake Superior, 144 air miles north of Minneapolis and 1,193
air miles east of Boise, Idaho.
The system of parallels of latitude and meridians of longitude helps us with both absolute
and relative location. We have given you Duluth’s absolute location. If we say that X is at X
latitude and X longitude, and we know how long each degree of measurement is, we have an
idea of where the other location is and how far away it is.
You can find the following information on the Internet or in a world atlas if it has a mileage
chart.
Find the absolute location of Tokyo, Japan, in terms of its latitude and longitude.
Find the relative location of Tokyo in terms of its distance from Los Angeles, California.
Find the absolute location of your hometown in terms of its latitude and longitude.
Find the relative location of your hometown in terms of its distance from Washington, D.C.

Lesson 44
1. How large is South Africa compared to an American state?
2. What geographic feature is at the edge of the interior plateau of South Africa?
3. What geographic feature is in the northwest region of South Africa?
4. What country is completely surrounded by South Africa?
5. What country is at the northeast corner of South Africa and changed its name in 2018?
6. By the early 1960s, South Africa divided its population into what four racial groups?
7. What government leader began ending apartheid in 1990?
8. Who was the first black president of South Africa?
9. What commission investigated civil rights violations that occurred during apartheid?
10. What gap is wider in South Africa than anywhere else in the world?

Nelson Mandela’s Inauguration Speech
1.
2.
3.
4.
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Mandela said that South Africa had become the universal base of what?
He said that the end of apartheid was a common victory for what?
Who was the Second Deputy President?
Mandela said that the sun shall never set on what?

cultures change. What should we take with us from Revolution is Not a Dinner Party? The book
leads us to consider the answers to these questions:
How do ruthless dictators end up in power?
What happens when dissenters are silent?
What is lost when open debate and the freedom to disagree are squashed?
Why is a country and culture centered on one human being doomed to failure?
What happens when people feel justified in enacting violence?
Where does revenge lead?
What cannot be taken away from us without our permission?
Content Questions:
1. What is Ling’s father’s connection to America?
2. How is Ling’s relationship with her mother different from her relationship with her father?
3. How did the government portray Chairman Mao to the people of China?
4. How did the Communist Party continue to benefit from Ling’s father after they imprisoned
him?
5. What were the Chinese people forced to mourn publicly beginning September 9, 1976?
Analysis Questions:
1. In two or three sentences, how would you analyze the Cultural Revolution in China from a
Christian worldview?
2. Why do you think fear is a powerful motivator?
3. Why do you think Mao’s regime crumbled so quickly after his death?

Unit 20
Lesson 96
1. What two countries have been somewhat surprisingly drawing closer because of concern
about China?
2. How is the South China Sea related to goods being shipped to and from China?
3. What is the potential significance of the South China Sea related to energy?
4. How has China changed the geography of the South China Sea?
5. What international law governs maritime activity?
6. What is the standard modern territorial limit that countries can claim?
7. How far out from the baseline is the maximum exclusive economic zone that countries can
claim?
8. What are the two most significant land formations in the South China Sea?
9. What is China’s position regarding its ownership of the South China Sea?
10. To what previous situation does China compare its position on the South China Sea?

Lesson 97
1. What deep spot on the ocean floor lies just to the east of the Philippines?
2. What is the name of the Pacific rim where the Philippine islands are located and where the
majority of earthquakes and volcanoes occur?
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3. The 1991 eruption of a volcano on what mountain in the Philippines was the most severe
eruption in the twentieth century?
4. In a typical year, how many typhoons affect the Philippines?
5. What route did trade ships follow between the Philippines and Mexico from 1565 to 1815?
6. The Philippine islands have been part of what two colonial empires?
7. When did the Philippines gain independence after World War II?
8. What is the largest single ethnic and language group in the Philippines?
9. What is the predominant religion of the Philippines?
10. What religion has a strong presence in the southern Philippines?

Lesson 98
1. Why is Vietnam more than just a place and why does it have an emotional impact for many
Americans?
2. Vietnam is located on what peninsula?
3. What European country colonized the eastern part of Indochina?
4. Who led the Communist movement in Vietnam against the French and later against the
United States?
5. What were the Communist rebels in South Vietnam called?
6. What was the belief that, if Vietnam fell to the Communists, other countries in Indochina and
Southeast Asia might fall also?
7. What was the defoliant that the United States used in the jungles of Vietnam?
8. When did the government and military of South Vietnam collapse?
9. What U.S. president ended the trade embargo against Vietnam?
10. What is the huge cave discovered in Vietnam in 1990?

Lesson 99
1. What is the term for the huge wall of water that struck Banda Aceh in Indonesia on December
26, 2004?
2. How many inhabited islands are in Indonesia?
3. How does the population of Indonesia rank among the nations of the world?
4. Indonesia has the largest number of what religion of any country in the world?
5. The surface of the earth rests on a layer of _____________ _________?
6. What two changes occur in a tsunami as it approaches land?
7. What percentage of tsunamis are the result of earthquakes?
8. A 1964 earthquake near ____________ caused a tsunami in ___________. i
9. What portion of Indonesia received recognition as an independent country in 2002?
10. Why has Indonesia decided to build a new capital city?

Unit 20 Map Skills Assignment
Satellite Images
You will find it helpful—and fascinating—to become familiar with satellite and high altitude
images of the earth’s surface. On the Internet you can find images of your house and other small
areas, and you can also see images of large areas of cities or parts of states. The quality of satellite
imagery has increased greatly over the decades, providing more and more detail of the surface
of the earth and the things people have built on it.
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Mapping apps, such as Google Maps, and various NASA websites, including https://
worldview.earthdata.nasa.gov, provide easy access to satellite imagery.
Look at the satellite images in this curriculum on pages 36 and 133 in Part 1 and pages 641
and 666 in Part 2. What can you see, and what can you not see?
As you look at these images, be amazed at the accuracy of maps that cartographers drew
before they had high altitude perspectives.

Lesson 100
(Note: Some of these could be answered correctly with more than one response, but these rely on specific
statements in the lesson.)
1. The entire New Testament is really about what?
2. According to John 5:17, Jesus’ worldview is that God is _______________.
3. Jesus believes that ________ and ________ are real.
4. People are not the enemy of God; ________ is the enemy.
5. For what two reasons did Jesus know what makes people tick?
6. Jesus opposed empty __________ _________.
7. The way of Jesus requires a person’s whole __________ and ________.
8. Jesus said that greatness in the kingdom of God comes by __________.
9. Jesus believed in the _________________ of God.
10. The New Testament teaches that _______________ and __________ are coming.

Unit 21
Lesson 101
1. Who were the first known inhabitants of New Zealand?
2. Who signed the Treaty of Waitangi?
3. What two trends changed the majority people group on the islands?
4. New Zealand is part of the world region called what?
5. What is the primary geographic feature of New Zealand?
6. What is a common nickname for the people of New Zealand?
7. What is the name of the language of New Zealand’s indigenous people?
8. What two people worked together to develop a written language for these people?
9. What is the New Zealand term for European New Zealanders?
10. What organization consists of 53 countries, almost all of which are former British territories
plus the United Kingdom?

The Treaty of Waitangi
1.
2.
3.
4.

Who was the monarch of the United Kingdom at the time the treaty was signed?
Who was the Lieutenant-Governor of New Zealand at the time?
What did the Maori chiefs cede “absolutely and without reservation”?
The British monarch extended to the natives of New Zealand all the rights and privileges of
what?
5. In what year was the treaty signed?
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Lesson 102
1. Who landed at Botany Bay and named the land he claimed New South Wales?
2. Who sailed around Australia and charted the continent?
3. What was the term for the British policy of taking prisoners to colonies to serve out their
terms?
4. For whom was the city of Sydney named?
5. What native person who lived in the area of Sydney spent time with the British settlers, who
eventually built a house for him on a peninsula in Sydney Harbor?
6. Australia is the largest country that lies entirely within the _____________ _____________.
7. What is the term for a drowned river valley that is open to the sea?
8. What transportation structure was completed on Sydney Harbor in 1932?
9. What landmark structure on Sydney Harbor has multiple performance and meeting halls?
10. When was this facility opened?

Lesson 103
1. What is the term for the vast heartland of Australia?
2. What fraction of the continent does it cover?
3. What animal was imported to this region between 1870 and 1920 to help with carrying goods
and people?
4. What are two large rock outcroppings in this region?
5. In 1985 the Governor-General of Australia returned the deed of Ayers Rock National Park to
what group?
6. What did this group do with the park?
7. What gem was found in central South Australia in 1915?
8. What is the name of the town in the Outback that is partly underground?
9. Who began digging caverns there in the 1920s?
10. When do most people who play golf there play on the local course?

Lesson 104
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

What did Sir James Cook’s ship strike and as a result needed six weeks of repair?
What is an atoll?
Who accomplished the earliest documented sighting of this geographic feature by a European?
What is the term for coral expelling algae and thus removing color from the coral?
What is the world’s largest sand island?
Where is the only place on earth where rocks from the earth’s mantle are exposed above sea
level?
7. What island off Australia was a penal colony for parts of the 1800s?
8. What was known as “Sydney’s Food Bowl”?
9. What island is the scene of an annual red crab migration?
10. Isaiah said that God lifts up the islands like what?

Lesson 105
1. How many species of cactus are native to Australia?
2. What did Arthur Phillip bring to Australia from South America?
3. With what was this infested?
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Unit 8 Quiz
____ 1. What industry is part of a movement of national renewal and economic revival in
Rwanda?
a. oil
c. auto manufacturing
b. clothing
d. computers
____ 2. During the colonial era in the 1890s, Rwanda was part of an area known as what?
a. German East Africa
c. the British Empire
b. Dutch East Africa
d. South Africa
____ 3. During the 1990s, Rwanda became known around the world for a terrible incidence of
what?
a. rapid unemployment
c. a series of earthquakes
b. a banking collapse
d. ethnic genocide
____ 4. What large geographic feature runs through Malawi north to south?
a. Great Rift Valley
c. Mt. Kilimanjaro
b. Victoria River
d. Wimbe Plateau
____ 5. How did William Kamkwamba learn about windmills?
c. by reading a used American science
a. by taking a class online
textbook
b. by being an apprentice to a
d. by watching YouTube
windmill maker
____ 6. Kenya is on the coast of what ocean?
a. Atlantic
b. Pacific

c. Indian
d. Southern

____ 7. About how many ethnic groups live in Kenya?
a. two
c. 40
b. six
d. over 150
____ 8. The “mindset of poverty” mentioned in the lesson about Kenya is the attitude that says:
a. “I am poor. My family has always been poor, and there is nothing I can do about it.”
b. “I will try to avoid work so that I can collect as much welfare as I can.”
c. “The rich are the reason I am poor, so I will lash out against them.”
d. “Poverty of the body is more important than poverty of the soul.”
____ 9. What Ethiopian runner won the men’s marathon at the 1960 Summer Olympics?
a. Miruts Yifter
c. Haile Gebrselassie
b. Abebe Bikela
d. Eliud Kipchoge
____ 10. Which of the following has NOT been suggested as a reason for the success of East
African athletes in long distance competitions?
d. the long legs of East African
a. diet
runners
b. metabolism
c. training at high altitude

Unit 20 Quiz
____ 1. How has China changed the geography of the South China Sea?
c. China has built a bridge across it.
a. China has drained part of it to
d. China has built up tiny islands to
make more shoreline.
build military outposts on them.
b. China has dyed the water red.
____ 2. What is the standard modern territorial limit that countries can claim?
a. 3 nautical miles
c. 12 nautical miles
b. 5 nautical miles
d. 200 nautical miles
____ 3. What deep spot on the ocean floor lies just to the east of the Philippines?
a. the Philippines Trench
c. the Eastern Black Hole
b. the Manila Wafer
d. the Tsunami Ridge
____ 4. What is the name of the Pacific rim where the majority of earthquakes and volcanoes
occur?
a. Rim of Destruction
c. Brink of Disaster
b. Edge of Calamity
d. Ring of Fire
____ 5. What is the largest single ethnic and language group in the Philippines?
a. Philippians
c. Tagalog
b. Cuzons
d. Manilans
____ 6. Why is Vietnam more than just a place and why does it have an emotional impact for
many Americans?
a. Because the U.S. fought a costly and divisive war there.
b. Because a third of American immigrants come from there.
c. Because the current Vietnamese economy has drained the U.S. economy.
d. Because Vietnam has forbidden American tourists from visiting there.
____ 7. Vietnam is located on what peninsula?
a. Malay
b. Indochina

c. Indonesian
d. Burmese

____ 8. The idea that, if Vietnam fell to the Communists, other countries in Indochina and
Southeast Asia might fall also, is called the:
a. flip-flop theory
c. reaction cycle
b. domino theory
d. cold war
____ 9. Indonesia has the largest followers of what religion of any country in the world?
a. Baptists
c. Taoists
b. Unitarians
d. Muslims
____ 10. Eighty percent of tsunamis are caused by:
a. weather
b. global warming

c. drilling for oil
d. earthquakes

Fourth Geography Exam (Units 16-20)
____ 1. What is the main access route through the mountains between Afghanistan and
Pakistan?
a. Burundi Pass
c. Mauryan Pass
b. Botswana Pass
d. Khyber Pass
____ 2. What is the largest single ethnic group in Afghanistan?
a. Seleucids
c. Mujihadeens
b. Pashtuns
d. Siddis
____ 3. What group established a repressive regime in Afghanistan in 1996?
a. Taliban
c. Pashtuns
b. Afghanis
d. Dalits
____ 4. Nepal lies between what two powerful countries?
a. China and Russia
c. China and India
b. China and Mongolia
d. China and Vietnam
____ 5. Who was the New Zealander who was the first person successfully to climb Mt. Everest?
a. George Everest
c. George Leigh Mallory
b. Edmund Hillary
d. Philip Durand
____ 6. Who was the Sherpa guide who accompanied this man to the pinnacle of Mt. Everest?
a. Tej Rokka
c. Abdul Newar
b. Abrahim Siddi
d. Tenzing Norgay
____ 7. In what year did these men complete their climb?
a. 1878
c. 1953
b. 1921
d. 1987
____ 8. Soviet planners diverted water from the rivers that supplied the Aral Sea for what
purpose?
c. to trade it to China for rice
a. to provide water for a desert town
d. to irrigate crops
b. to pipe it to Moscow when the
population was growing
____ 9. How did the Soviets use an island in the Aral Sea?
a. as a vacation resort for Soviet leaders
b. as a testing site for biological weapons
c. as a campsite for Boy Scouts
d. as an agricultural experiment station
____ 10. What is the center of every meal in Tajikistan?
a. non bread
b. goat meat

c. garbanzo beans
d. music and dancing
exam continued on the next page

____ 11. The Russian Empire had an interest in expanding into central Asia from at least the time
of what ruler?
a. Peter the Great
c. Igor the Mad
b. Ivan the Terrible
d. Ethelred the Unready
____ 12. The two opposing parties that vied for power in China in the early 1900s were the
Kuomintang or Nationalists and the
a. Communist Party
c. Open Door Party
b. Pro-Democracy Party
d. Republican Party
____ 13. The long-term leaders of the two parties were:
a. Ho Chi Minh and Mao Zedong
c. Syngmun Rhee and Kim Il Sung
b. Mao Zedong and Chiang Kai-shek
d. Me Tai-wan and Him Kom-mee
____ 14. After one party won the civil war following World War II, what did the supporters of
the other party do?
a. withdrew to Russia
c. withdrew to the Philippines
b. withdrew to Japan
d. withdrew to Taiwan
____ 15. What is the most important geographic feature of the Korean peninsula?
a. the 38th parallel
c. the lack of rivers
d. the Pyongyang River
b. the mild winters
____ 16. What is the difference in the forms of government of North Korea and South Korea?
a. South Korea is a monarchy, North Korea is a democracy.
b. South Korea is a democracy, North Korea is a Communist dictatorship.
c. South Korea is a Communist dictatorship, North Korea is a parliamentary
democracy.
d. The South Korean parliament chooses the president, while North Korea elects
theirs.
____ 17. What utensil used in the typical Japanese tea ceremony do families often pass down
through generations?
a. the rolling pin
c. the teapot
b. the tray for sweets
d. the tongs
____ 18. All tea comes from how many species of tea plant?
a. one
c. fifty
b. ten
d. thousands
____ 19. What is the major holiday in China for which millions of people travel to their family
home?
a. Christmas
c. Labor Day
b. St. Patrick’s Day
d. Chinese New Year
____ 20. What ethnic group makes up over 90% of China’s population?
a. Uyghur
c. Han
b. Turkic
d. Burmese
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____ 21. What policy did the Communist government institute to slow population growth?
c. free college education
a. parents could have only one child
d. ordering certain people to leave the
b. financial incentives for staying
country
single
____ 22. Of what religion are most Uyghurs followers?
a. Judaism
c. Islam
b. Shinto
d. Buddhism
____ 23. China has put just over one million Uyghurs into what?
a. Young Pioneers Clubs
c. fallout shelters
b. re-education camps
d. small towns
____ 24. China’s plan to build roads, ports, and other infrastructure in many places around the
world is called the:
a. Trillion Dollar Trial
c. Globalization Compact
b. Belt and Road Initiative
d. Sea and Land Endeavor
____ 25. Who created the SeaLand Company to transport goods by water?
a. Sam Walton
c. Malcom McLean
b. Bill Gates
d. Liu Chao-Chi
____ 26. How has China changed the geography of the South China Sea?
c. China has built a bridge across it.
a. China has drained part of it to
d. China has built up tiny islands to
make more shoreline.
build military outposts on them.
b. China has dyed the water red.
____ 27. What is the standard modern territorial limit that countries can claim?
a. 3 miles
c. 12 miles
b. 5 miles
d. 200 miles
____ 28. What is the name of the Pacific rim where the majority of earthquakes and volcanoes
occur?
a. Rim of Destruction
c. Brink of Disaster
b. Edge of Calamity
d. Ring of Fire
____ 29. What is the largest single ethnic and language group in the Philippines?
a. Philippians
c. Tagalog
d. Manilans
b. Cuzons
____ 30. Why is Vietnam more than just a place and why does it have an emotional impact for
many Americans?
a. Because the U.S. fought a costly and divisive war there.
b. Because a third of American immigrants come from there.
c. Because the current Vietnamese economy has drained the U.S. economy.
d. Because Vietnam has forbidden American tourists from visiting there.
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____ 31. Vietnam is located on what peninsula?
a. Malay
b. Indochina

c. Indonesian
d. Burmese

____ 32. The idea that, if Vietnam fell to the Communists, other countries in Indochina and
Southeast Asia might fall also, is called the:
a. flip-flop theory
c. reaction cycle
b. domino theory
d. cold war
____ 33. Indonesia has the largest followers of what religion of any country in the world?
a. Baptists
c. Taoists
b. Unitarians
d. Muslims

Fourth English Exam
This exam is based on the literary analysis and questions for Boys Without Names and Revolution
Is Not a Dinner Party.
____ 1. Boys Without Names is set in:
a. China
b. India

c. Scotland
d. Peru

____ 2. The book deals with the issue of:
a. insider stock trading
b. government contracts

c. child labor
d. globalization

____ 3. The book makes reference to beliefs and traditions of what religion?
a. Christianity
c. Taoism
b. Buddhism
d. Hinduism
____ 4. In the book Gopal and his family move:
a. from one small town to another looking for work
b. from a poor part of town to a wealthy part when his father finds success
c. from security in the quiet of the country to bewilderment in the bustling city
d. from a big city to a small town when his father loses his job
____ 5. Gopal is forced to work in what setting?
a. dairy farm
b. frame factory

c. jewelry shop
d. candy shop

____ 6. In the book, Gopal and his co-workers go from:
a. a strong group identity to desperate individuals
b. Communists to freedom fighters
c. isolated individuals to a dynamic of working together
d. illiterate peasants to educated scholars
____ 7. Overall the book:
a. gives an unrealistic picture of India
b. reveals typical American prejudices about India
c. compares India unfavorably with Pakistan
d. helps the reader understand India better
____ 8. Indian folk tales:
a. play no part in the story
b. form a significant thread
throughout the story

c. are debunked by the author
d. are mentioned only once
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____ 9. The author uses words that are foreign to the English reader:
a. but she follows up with translations or contextual clues
b. which leaves the reader in the dark
c. to try to sound impressive
d. seemingly without being aware of it
____ 10. Boys Without Names:
a. is a work of fiction based on
research
b. is an autobiography

c. is completely unrealistic
d. should have been set in Pakistan

____ 11. “A revolution is not a dinner party” is a statement made by:
a. Chiang Kai-shek
c. Mao Zedong
b. Liu Chao-chi
d. Gopal Brimback
____ 12. Mao was part of the Chinese Communist Party:
a. for only about six months
b. from the 1920s
c. when Chiang Kai-shek ousted him from the Nationalist Party
d. when the United States rejected his request for citizenship
____ 13. The Great Leap Forward economic program:
a. was an utter failure
b. was a turn toward capitalism
c. made China’s economy equal to that of the United States
d. was rescued by aid from the United States
____ 14. The Cultural Revolution:
a. introduced the Internet into China
b. brought chaos, violence, and terror
to China

c. was opposed by Mao
d. introduced writing to China

____ 15. The book Quotations from Chairman Mao was often called:
a. the Key to the Future
c. the Little Red Book
b. the Key to the Past
d. Mao’s Private Diary
____ 16. In the book Revolution Is Not a Dinner Party, Ling’s father is a:
a. college professor
c. political radical
b. common laborer
d. physician
____ 17. In terms of Ling’s relationship with her parents:
a. she felt closer to her father than to her mother
b. she felt closer to her mother than to her father
c. both her parents loved and accepted her equally
d. bothe her parents rejected her
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____ 18. The cherished photograph in Ling’s home was of the:
a. Statue of Liberty
c. Johns Hopkins Hospital
b. St. Louis Arch
d. Golden Gate Bridge
____ 19. When Ling was threatened by her schoolmates, she responded by:
c. writing a letter to Chairman Mao
a. praying for them
d. thinking about violence she wanted
b. forming a discussion group to clear
to commit on them
the air
____ 20. In China today:
a. many people have made economic progress, but the government is still repressive
b. economic freedom has led to significant political and religious freedom
c. almost everyone is poor but the government encourages openness and free speech
d. the most recent king has allowed more freedom of thought

Fourth Worldview Exam
____ 1. What did the book of Genesis do for the people of Israel?
a. It told them about their past.
b. It told them about their ancestors’ exodus from Egypt.
c. It explained how they were to choose a king.
d. It told them the story of Moses’ birth.
____ 2. How does the story of creation in Genesis compare to the creation accounts of the
nations around Israel?
a. It is approximately the same with minor differences.
b. It tells how their gods were actually the one true God.
c. It is very different.
d. It shows how Genesis drew on the other accounts.
____ 3. What is the pinnacle of God’s creation?
a. mountains
b. water

c. elephants
d. mankind

____ 4. In what way is mankind unique in the creation?
a. Only man bears the divine image.
b. Only man needs oxygen.
c. God loves only humans; He tolerates the rest of creation
d. Only man can communicate.
____ 5. How does the creation account in Genesis portray the husband-wife relationship?
a. as not important in the overall scheme of things
b. as beautiful, unique, and made by God
c. as the result of sin
d. as designed for polygamy
____ 6. What did God command humans to do regarding the earth?
a. to fill the earth, subdue it, and rule over it
b. to track down the causes of global warming
c. to use solar energy and not oil and gas
d. to use only wood for fuel
____ 7. What is an example of mankind’s failure to live responsibly regarding the environment?
a. using oil and natural gas for energy
b. using its resources without regard for how it impacted the environment or future
generations
c. generating hydroelectric power from dams
d. eating red meat
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____ 8. Which of the following is NOT a factor that can lead to harmful human activities with
regard to the environment?
a. ignorance
c. defiant disregard for what is true
b. carelessness
d. eating only organic food
____ 9. What are two extremes in thinking about the earth and the environment?
a. to eat only vegetables and to drink only water
b. to attribute a spiritual nature to it and to see it as a disposable resource without
regard for consequences
c. to establish national parks and to dam rivers
d. to pave roads and to explore other lands
____ 10. How does the Christian worldview see the earth?
a. as a gift from God to manage well as faithful stewards
b. as the sum total of our responsibility before God
c. as evil
d. as the result of a battle of spiritual forces
____ 11. What worldview emphasizes two opposite and complementary forces or principles,
such as light and darkness, male and female, passive and active?
a. gee and haw
c. yin and yang
b. quadrangle and triangle
d. subject and object
____ 12. In Hinduism, the pursuit of worthy goals cannot be accomplished in one lifetime, which
leads to belief in what?
a. frustration
c. defenestration
b. reincarnation
d. interdiction
____ 13. In Hindu thought, separation is an illusion and there is ________ of everything.
a. denial
c. division
b. displacement
d. oneness
____ 14. What belief system was founded by Siddharta Gautama?
a. Taoism
c. Zoroastrianism
b. Buddhism
d. Islam
____ 15. What belief system holds that man is evolving to a new stage of existence and thought?
a. consumerism
c. ipsedixitism
b. New Age
d. Retrogression
____ 16. What is a definition of atheism?
a. the belief that no deity exists
b. uncertainty about the existence of
God

c. the idea that life is an illusion
d. the belief in many gods
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____ 17. What is the term for the system in which everything that happens is the result of material
forces?
a. solar system
c. closed system
b. relief system
d. Reynaldo system
____ 18. What is the term for the view that rejects any and every worldview and even denies or
questions the reality of existence?
a. subterraneanism
c. polytheism
b. procrastination
d. nihilism
____ 19. What worldview says that we cannot know truth and that meaning is whatever people
think it means?
a. transmutation
c. postmodernism
b. delineation
d. predilection
____ 20. What is the belief system that says we cannot know anything beyond our physical
existence?
a. agnosticism
c. hypertension
b. reinvention
d. defenestration
____ 21. The entire New Testament is really about what?
a. taxes
c. worldview
b. marriage
d. politics
____ 22. People are not the enemy of God; ________ is the enemy.
a. Satan
c. politics
b. nature
d. beauty
____ 23. Jesus knows what makes people tick because He made us and because:
a. He read a book
c. He was one of us
b. He was Jewish
d. He can interpret dreams
____ 24. Jesus opposed empty __________ _________.
a. wine skins
b. water jars

c. religious traditions
d. collection trays

____ 25. Jesus said that greatness in the kingdom of God comes by __________.
a. having money
c. ruling
b. being famous
d. serving

